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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years our knowledge of the behavior of two-body pro-
duction amplitudes has increased primarily because of the measurement
of additional observables (P,A,R, p ^ i , etc.) which allows for model
independent amplitude analyses. In cases where such an analysis is
not possible because of the lack of experimentally measured observ-
ables one must resort to model fitting. The structure of the resulting
amplitudes is then examined. This is somewhat inferior to a model
independent analysis since the model determined amplitudes are seldom
unique. Nevertheless one can, by studying a set of reactions simultan-
eously, place great restrictions on such high energy models. One such
set of reactions is the six charge-exchange vector-meson production
reactions
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The reactions *N •* t» N and itN •* p N are related to the reactions
lQJ -» K * % by SU(3). Given the amplitudes for OJO and p° production one
can predict the amplitudes for K ^ production. In fact if one is
willing to neglect absorption effects and assume EXD trajectories for
the ic and B, and for the p and A 2 (i.e., O^(t) = <%(t), 0^ (t) =

then one can use SU(3) to directly relate the observables for
and K*^ production as follows:
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when p = p1. + p.. _1 . Such a comparison is shown in Fig. 1. The
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agreement is quite good for p-.« -rr and not so good for p, T T .
Obviously the assumptions used to arrive at (1.7a) and (1.7b)

cannot hold exactly since they predict

£<?% -•*»%> ,
which is not satisfied for Piab < 10 GeV/c. The line reversal differ-
ences in the differential cross sections for K*° and K*0 production can
be predicted front w° and p production if one includes knowledge of
the p-w interference effects in the it+n" mass spectra for itN •* (if*"jt")N.
SU(3) implies that the amplitudes for K*° and K 0 production are rela-
ted to those for p° and u° production as follows:

. - K*°n) = — ^ r |A(it"p - w°n)-A(n"p - P°n) \ , (1.8a)
(2)* < f

A(K"n -• K*°p) - - — ^ - T |A(rt"p - u>°n)+A(jf"p -• P n)>. (1.8b)
(2) 1 < '

The difference of the squares of the K and K amplitudes are related
to the magntiude and relative phase of the u;° and p° production ampli-
tudes (i.e., A(u°)/A(p°)) and this is precisely the quantity deter-
mined from p-b) interference effects.

In this talk I will outline the interesting lessons learned from
detailed Regge pole plus absorption model fits to pC (Sec. II) and
tifl (Sec. Ill) production. Particular emphasis is placed on the behav-
ior of the resulting amplitudes.2 These amplitudes are combined
according to (1.8a) and (1.8b) to predict the amplitudes and hence the
observables for K*" and K*° production (Sec. IV). In Sec. V I make
some brief concluding remarks.

II. THE REACTION nN - p°N

Figure 2 and Fig. 3 show a comparison af the experimental diff-
erential cross sections and density matrix elements for x'p •• p"n,
respectively, with two Regge pole plus absorption model fits.3 Some
of the interesting lessons learned from such detailed comparisons
are as follows: „ ,
1. Behavior of the p.. -£ and helicity non-flip (n»0) absorption :

The small |t| behavior of the observable



K:2/} «•
gives an excellent measure of the strength of the n*0 absorption. Xn
the absence of absorption (2.1) is predicted to dip in Che forward
direction. Thus a dip at small |tj in (2.1) implies little or no
absorption, whereas a spike implies large absorption. The data dis-
played in Fig. 4 show a clear spike indicating large n-0 absorption.
Absorption models do reproduce this spike. Figure 5 shows the pole
and cut contributions to (2.1) resulting from an absorption raw**!; In
this model the Aj-cut makes up * 1/3 of the n-0 amplitude at t-0.
The remaining 2/5 is x-sut.

2. Behavior of P M -s| and helicity-flip (n-1) absorption:

The question of the amount of n*l absorption has provided much
controversy over the past years. Assuming no A. contribution the
observable

is the square of the n»l amplitude HQI-^ »nd receives contributions
from x exchange and possibly a n»l a-cut. A modal with sizeable n*l
abaorption will predict a dip in (2.2), whereas a model with no
absorption will predict no dip. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where
(2.2) Is predicted using models with varying strengths of n"l absorp-
tion. Pure K exchange produces a structureless behavior in fti. As
the absorption is increased a dip appears and moves inward Id |tj«
Figure 7 shows a comparison of the data with two absorption modelt.
The data are somewhat inconclusive. The 4.42, 6.0, and 7.0 GeV/c
bubble chamber data show indications of a dip, whereas the high
statistics spark chamber data at 6.0 and 17.2 GeV/c show a change in
alope but co dip. It is not possible (with no A} exchange) to fit
the change in slope of (2.2) without also producing a dip.

3. Alternative explanation of the behavior of p _ §§{*"P ** *> n>:

It is possible to fit the change in slope of (2.2) if one in-
dudes Aj.exchange and reduces the size of the n"i absorption. This
it» illustrated in Fig. 8. The change in slope is produced by the
large helicity non-flip (n-0) A^-cut. The presence of A| exchange
can be tested by experimental measurements with a polarised target.2*7

(see Fig. 9).
H - 0

4. Behavior of p <* p -* p n): A, pole versus jc-cut.

The large n-0 absorption necessary to correctly predict the

observed forward spike in p^ 4f(«*P ** P «O results in p* « pfi+pjf.i
receiving a large x-cut contribution. Figure 10 shows p +

H before and
after absorption is applied. Before absorption P+H is given entirely
by the A2 pole, whereas with absorption present it receives an addi-
tional contribution from the x-cut (and A,-cut).



III. TOE REACTION nU - « »

Having determined the size of abnorptivs corrections from fits
to i«N •* P % one can then fit «N — iJhi by merely varying the p and S
Kegge pole couplings. Several such Regge pole plus absorption model
analyses are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Model la and 1b do not
use a WSNZ for the p Regge pole whereas model 2 does.3 Figure 13
shows the individual contributions of the P pole, B pole, ft-cut and
B-cut to the differential cross section for *"p -* ̂a at 4.5 CeV/c.
Some of the interesting lessons learned from detailed model fits to
«N -• u % are as follows:

H
1. Behavior of p : P pole versus B-cut

H — 0Just as ft*, {K N •* o N) receives a contribution from she K-cut, so
does P +"(RX -* w % ) receive a contribution from the B-cut. It has been
argued that since B+fJ(KN •• **%) p-ojects ovz the p-exchange contribu»
Cion, the lack of a dip it t • -0.6 (GeV/c)2 in this obstrvable (Fig.
12} implies that the p-pole does not have a WSNZ. This is obviously
fallacious reasoning since both model I (no MSSZ for p) and Model 2
(with USHZ for p) are able to fit this observable. The point is
that even if the p pole contribution to p +" vanishes at t - -0.6
(CeV/c)2 the B-cut contribution will fill In this dip. This is Illus-
trated in Fig. 10, where the contributions to p+H are shown before
And after absorption (also see Fig. 13).

2, Behavior of r n n
H 4rON -* A ) ; where do helicity tero u '• coma

from? 00 dt H do 0
The experimental observable pQQ J 7 { R M " W H ) is proportional to

the square of the hclicity flip amplitude H{}".+ » which receive*
contributions from B exchange. This amplitude vanishes in the forward
direction by angular momentum conservation and thus one expects very
few small jtj uP's to be produced. Figure.14 shows that the data are
consistently larger for small \t{ than the model predictions, parti-
cularly for the reaction i&n - w®p. Where do these extra helicity
xero u"'s come from? Figure ISa shows that p-u nixing allows ic-exchange

H Aft fi 6

.to contribute to anti TT(KN - u N). Since K-exchange costributions
Ou at

are large for |t| small one expects the p-u mixing efftcts to bt
largest in this region. Figure 14 shows the effect of including p-u
oixing using a value of 6 • 4,0 MeV. We see that the eltetromagnet-
ically nixed reaction n+n - uiop is predicted to have substantially
more helicity zero w°'s than the unmixed reaction (i.e., 6-0), whereas
the reaction «"p -* w n is predicted to have less helicity itro u0<s
than the unmixed case. In the absence of p-u mixing isospin conser-
vation predicts the amplitudes and hence the observables for x~p - uPa
to be identical to those for *+n - u°p. Figure 16 shows the predicted

M fin

amount of isospin violation in the observable p ^ rrr due to p-u
mixing with 6 - 4.0 MeV.9 dC

IV. PREDICTING K*° AMD K*° PRODUCTION

Raving determined the amplitudes for u and P production one can



then use the SU(3) relationships (1.6a) and (1.6b) to predict the
amplitudes and hence the observable* for the reactions K"p - K*^n and
K*"n ** K*®p. This is shown in Figs. 1? and 18 for one of the Regge
pole plus absorption models discussed above. It can be seen that this
•GMSCI is quite successful in describing the data including the line
reversal differences between K*° and K*° production,10 Figure 19
shows that the line reversal breaking is due primarily to the inter-
ference between the P pole and the «-cut, and to some extent to the
interference between the P pole and the A2«cut.**

V. CONCLUSIONS

Me have teen that Regge-pole plus absorption aodals cr« able Co
fit the observables for r** production (x and As exchange) and w° pro-
duction (B and p exchange), however, large absorptive corrections are
necessary. This means that, in particular, a large fraction of the
natural parity projection p +

K • P u • Pi-i in *"p -* p°n at 6.0 CeV/c
is *»cut and that any H.'NZ dip due to p exchange in this obsarvable
for *N -* <4J Is completely filled in by the B-cut. The resulting aapli-
twd«a for P® and w° ean then be used to successfully predict the ampli-
tudes and obsarvables for K*® and K*^ production (K,B,P, and A,
exchange)*

Dut to tha lack of tine I have skipped ovar the vary interesting
and worthwhile investigation into the p-u Interference effects on the
if***" vase spectra for the reaction xM •* (x*x")N. 2 Recent experimental
results^ pi«ce great restrictions on high energy models since they
give Information on the ratio of w® production amplitudes to p" pro-
duction amplitudes (i.e., A(u°>/A(0°)).2.14,l5

Because of the electromagnetic mixing of the P° and ufi aMtaons,
and becaust of the SU(3) relations (1.8a) and (1.8b), and dua to the
availability of vector-meson density aatrix information, tha sis
reactions (1,1)-(1.6) together with *H - (i^x")K provide ae excellent
laboratory for studying production sechanisas and for investigating
the nature of absorptive corrections.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig* 1 SU(3) plus EXD test. Assuming no absorption and weak EXD
<OA (t)-Op(t), O((t)-0^(t)), SU(3) implies

4 Z
•nd i(p+

H |f(K"p - U°n)+p+
H {j§(*"p - P°n))-p+

H &{lTP -. K*<>n)
where p +

H - p n
H + Pj J* .

Fig. 2 Shows •» comparison of model 1 ("fancy Pomeron" absorption)
and model 2 ("square-cut" absorption) with the data on the
differential cross section for x~p -* P°n at 4.42 (Ref. 16),
6.0 (Ref. 17), and 1S.0 GeV/c (Ref. 18).

Fig. 3 Shows a comparison of model 1 ("fancy Pomeron" absorption)
and model 2 ("square-cut" absorption) with the data on the
vector-meson density matrix elements for x'p -* p°n at 4.42
(Ref. 16) and 6.0 GeV/c (Ref. 17).

Fig. 4 Shows a comparison of model 1 ("fancy Pomeron" absorption)
-» and model 2 ("square-cut" abaczption) with the data on the



small |t| behavior of p..H jrf(n"p - p°n) at 4.42 (Re£. 16),
6.0 (Ref. 1?), and 15.0 {Rcf. 18).

Fig. 5 Contributions to small |t( behavior of p^ 3§(*P - P n) at

6.0 CeV/c from model 1 ("fancy Pomeron" absorption).

Fig. 6 Shows fits to p Q 0 jT(fl~P ~* P n) using a model with varying

degrees of n-1 absorption.
Fig. 7 Comparison of model 1 ("fancy Pomeron" absorption) and taodel 2

("square-cut" absorption) with the data for Pfl0 'J?(11"P "* P n)

at 4.42 (Ref. 16), 6.0 (solid dots, Ref. 19; crosses, Ref.
17), 7.0 (Ref. 20), and 17/2 GeV/c (Ref. 21). The normaliza-
tion of the 17.2 GPV/C data shown in this figure should not
be trusted (see footnote 22).

Fig. 8 Contributions to p_0 T?(«~P - P n) at 6.0 GeV/c from model 3

("square-cut" absorption; only n-0 absorption, includes Aj
contribution). In this model the change in slope of this
observable is due to the A}-cut.

Fig. 9 Predicted polarized target observables AN , A,, , Ay
0

( A + A N
1 + A U V A U

0 ) and the recoil nucleon polarization Pr
(P "Afj'-Al-A ") from model 3 (includes Aj contribution) and
model lb (no Xi contribution). No Ai contribution implies
Ay1 - A u° - 0 nnd Pr • A.

Fig. 10 The observable P+"(P+ " PJJ +Pj _j ) tot p production at

4.42 GeV/c and u° production at 4.5 GeV/c for model 1 ("fancy
Pomeron" absorption), model lb ("fancy Pomeron" absorption,
no WSNZ for p trajectory), model 2 ("square-cut" absorption;
includes WSNZ for p trajectory). The solid (dashed) curves
are the values after (before) absorptive correction* are
applied.

Fig. 1). Comparison of model la ("fancy Pomeron" absorption; uses
opposite EXD P~A£ phase prediction) nodal lb ("fancy Pomeron"
absorption; uses EXD predicted P-A2 phase) Model 2 ("square-
cut" absorption, uses EXD predicted P-A2 phese) with the dif-
ferential cross section for n"p - w°n at 4.S GeV/c (Ref. 23)
and rf*n - w°p at 6.95 GeV/c (Ref. 24). Model la and lb do
net use a WSNZ for the P trajectory, whereas node I 2 does.

Fig. 12 Comparison o£ the three models in Fig. 11 with the data on
H H Hthe vector-meson density matrix eleaents (P. "Plf +p. , )

. o — " "*
for the reaction K p - w n at 4.5 and 5.5 GaV/c (Ref. 23).

Fig. 13 Contributions to the differential cross section for
*'p •* <u°n at 4.5 GeV/c from model 1b ("fancy Poaeron absorp-
tion; no WSNZ for p) and model 2 ("square-cut" absorption;
uses WSNZ for p)

Fig. 14 Comparison of model lb (solid curves) and model la (dashed

curves) with the data on p Q 0
H |§ *<« «"p •• «°n at 4.5 GeV/c

(Ref. 23) and for x*n - u°p at 6.0 (Ref. 25) and 6.95 GeV/c



(Ref. 24). The dotted curve shows the effect on model la
of including p-u> mixing with 6 - 4.0 MeV.

Fig. 15 Illustration of two p-w mixing effects: (A) shows how p-u
mixing^allows « exchange to contribute to the reaction
«"p -* u^n; (B) shows how p-to mixing effects the rfSt" mass;
spectra for the reaction x"p -* x+x'n.

Fig. 16 Shows the predicted amount of lsospln violation in the observ-

able P O Q
H ||(KN - w°N) at 6.0 GeV/c using model lb with 8 -

4.0 MeV.
Fig. 17 Comparison of the data on the differential cross section for

K"p - K*0n (Ref. 26) and for K*n - K*°p (Ref. 27) at 4.6
GeV/c with the predictions of model lb. the solid (dashed)
curves are the preaicted values for K*u (K*°) production.

Fig. 18 Comparison of the data on the vector-meson density matrix
elements for K"p - P & n (R<sf. 26) and K+n -• K*°p (Ref. 27)
at 4.6 GeV/c with the predictions of model lb. The solid
(dashed) curves are the predicted values for K*U (K*°)
production.

Fig. 19 Argand diagram of the contributions to the s-channel helicity

amplitude H ^ H * - H?"?. + Hn?° J.) for K*° and K*° produc-
tlon at 4.6 GeV/c and t' = t-t0 - -0.2 (GeV/c) from model
lb. The labels P and C correspond to the total pole (A2+P)
and total cut (xc+A^^+Pc) contributions, respectively. The
total amplitude (pole+cut) is labelled by T.
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then use the SU(3) relationships (1.8a) and (1.8b) to predict the
amplitudes and hence the observables for the reactions K"p -* K*^» and
K*"n -* K*°p. This is shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for one of the Regge
pole plus absorption models discussed above. It can be seen that this
model is quite successful in describing the data including the line
reversal differences between K*° and K*° production.10 Figure 19
shows that the line reversal breaking is due primarily to the inter-
ference between the P pole and the it-cut, and to some extent to the
interference between the p pole and the A2~cut.ll

V. CONCLUSIONS

He have seen that Regge-pole plus absorption models are abie to
fit the observables for p" production (IT and A2 exchange) and u>0 pro-
duction (B and p exchange), however, large absorptive corrections are
necessary. This means that, in particular, a large fraction of the
natural parity projection p +

H • p ^ + pi ,j in sTp •* p°n at 6.0 GeV/c
is it-cut and that any WSNZ dip due to p exchange in this observable
for KN •* u>N is completely filled in by the B-cut. The resulting ampli-
tudes for p° and w" can then be used to successfully predict the ampli-
tudes and observables for K*° and K*° production (x,B,p, and A,
exchange).

Due to the lack of tine I have skipped over the very interesting
and worthwhile investigation into the p-u interference effects on the
it**" mass spectra for the reaction -N -• (n+Jt~)N. 2 Recent experimental
results^ place great restrictions on high energy models since they
give information on the ratio of ufl production amplitudes to p° pro-
duction amplitudes (i.e., A(u°)/A(pO)).2,14,15

Because of the electromagnetic mixing of the p° and w° mesons,
and because of the SU(3) relations (1.8a) and (1.8b), and due to the
availability of vector-meson density matrix information, the six
reactions (1.1)-(1'.6) together with xN - (it+x")N provide an excellent
laboratory for studying production mechanisms and for investigating
the nature of absorptive corrections.
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